Determinants of Long-Term Growth: A Bayesian Averaging of
Classical Estimates (BACE) Approach By XAVIER SALA-I-MARTIN, GERNOT DOPPELHOFER, AND RONALD I. MILLER* This paper examines the robustness of explanatory variables in cross-country economic growth regressions. It introduces and employs a novel approach, Bayesian Averaging of Classical Estimates (BACE), which constructs estimates by averaging OLS coefficients across models. The weights given to individual regressions have a Bayesian justification similar to the Schwarz model selection criterion. Of 67 explanatory variables we find 18 to be significantly and robustly partially correlated with long-term growth and another three variables to be marginally related. The strongest evidence is for the relative price of investment, primary school enrollment, and the initial level of real GDP per capita. (JEL 051, 052,
053)
Following the seminal work of Roger C. Kormendi and Philip Meguire (1985) , Kevin B. Grier and Gordon Tullock (1989) , and Robert J. Barro (1991) , the recent empirical literature on economic growth has identified a substantial number of variables that are partially correlated with the rate of economic growth. The basic methodology consists of running cross-country or panel regressions of the form (1) y7=a + pl-XI + 32 X2 + r nof ra Xn eco+ where y is the vector of rates of economic growth, a is a constant, and x, ..., x, are vectors of explanatory variables which vary across researchers and across papers. Each paper typically reports a (possibly nonrandom) sample of the regressions actually run by the researcher. Variables like the initial level of income, the investment rate, various measures of education, some policy indicators, and many other variables have been found to be significantly correlated with growth in regressions like (1).
The problem faced by empirical economists is that growth theories are not explicit enough about what variables Xj belong in the "true" regression. Hence, creative theorizing will generate models that "predict" that things like market distortions, distortionary taxes, maintenance of property rights, degree of monopoly, weather, attitudes toward work, et cetera, should be included in the growth regression.
Note that these potential theories are not mutually exclusive (for example, education could very well be an important determinant of longterm growth, and this does not imply that financial development is unimportant).
The multiplicity of possible regressors is one of the major difficulties faced by researchers trying to make sense of the empirical evidence on economic growth. However, the problem is hardly unique to the growth literature: "artistic" economic theory is often capable of suggesting an enormous number of potential explanatory variables in any economic field. In principle, this is strictly a small-sample problem since, as the number of observations becomes large, all of the variables which do not belong in the regression will have coefficients that converge to zero. Classical statistics offers us little help since it suggests that we include all of the regressors and "let the data sort through them." In many applications, however, we do not have the luxury of having a large enough sample size to allow us to draw conclusions on the importance of potential regressors. Cross-country regressions provide perhaps the most extreme example: the number of proposed regressors exceeds the number of countries in the world, rendering the all-inclusive regression computationally impossible. Some empirical economists have therefore resorted to simply "trying" combinations of variables which could be potentially important determinants of growth and report the results of their preferred specification. Such "data-mining" could lead to spurious inference.
So how should we proceed?
A natural way to think about model uncertainty is to admit that we do not know which model is "true" and, instead, attach probabilities to different possible models. While intuitively appealing, this requires a departure from the classical framework in which conditioning on a model is essential. This approach has recently come to be known as Bayesian Model Averaging. The procedure does not differ from the most basic Bayesian reasoning: the idea dates at least to Harold Jeffreys (1961) , although fleshed out by Edward E. Leamer (1978) . In this paper, we show that this approach can be used in a way that is well grounded in statistical theory, intuitively appealing, easy to understand, and easy to implement.
The fully Bayesian approach is entirely feasible and has been applied to various problems by a number of authors. Examples include Jeremy C. York et al. (1995) and Adrian E. Raftery et al. (1997) ; a summary of much of the recent work can be found in Jennifer A. Hoeting et al. (1999) . In the growth context, Carmen Fernan- Bayesian approaches remaining relatively unpopular. When the number of possible regressors is K, the number of possible linear models is 2K, so with K large, fully specifying priors is infeasible. Thus, authors implementing the fully Bayesian approach have used priors which are essentially arbitrary. This makes the ultimate estimates dependent on arbitrarily chosen prior parameters in a manner which is extremely difficult to interpret. In existing applications of this approach, the impact of these prior parameters has been neither examined nor explained.
To address the issue of fragility of econometric inference with respect to modeling choices, Leamer (1983 Leamer ( , 1985 proposes a sensitivity analysis of the results with respect to changes in the prior distribution of parameters. In particular, Leamer proposes an extreme bounds analysis to identify "robust" empirical relations. For a variable of interest, z, the extreme bounds of the distribution of the associated coefficient estimate f3z are calculated as the smallest and largest value that the coefficient can take on when combinations of additional regressors xj enter the regression model (1). When the two extreme bounds are of opposite sign, then variable z is labeled "fragile." Ross E. Levine and David Renelt (1992) employ a version of this test to cross-country data and find that, according to extreme bounds analysis, very few (or no) variables are robustly related with growth. Another interpretation, however, is that the test is too strong for any variable to pass: any one regression model (no matter how well or poorly fitting) carries a veto. This problem is well recognized and solutions have been proposed to restrict attention to better fitting models, such as the reasonable extreme bounds proposed by Clive W. J. Granger and Harald F. Uhlig (1990) or to introduce a lower bound on the prior variance matrix as suggested by Leamer (1985) .
In this paper we use the Bayesian approach to averaging across models, while following the classical spirit of most of the empirical growth literature. Our BACE approach has several important advantages over previously used model-averaging and robustness-checking methods: firstly, in contrast to a standard Bayesian approach that requires the specification of a prior distribution for all parameters, BACE requires the specification of only one prior hyper-parameter: the expected model size k. This parameter is easy to interpret, easy to specify, and easy to check for robustness.2 Secondly, the interpretation of the estimates is straightforward for economists not trained in Bayesian inference: the weights applied to different models are proportional to the logarithm of the likelihood function corrected for degrees of freedom (analogous to the Schwarz model selection criterion). Thirdly, our estimates can be calculated using only repeated applications of OLS. Fourthly, in contrast to Levine and Renelt and Sala-i-Martin, we consider models of all sizes and no variables are held "fixed" and therefore "untested." Fifth, we calculate the entire distribution of coefficients across models and do not focus solely on the bounds of the distribution.
When we examine the cross-country data cumulative distribution functions as the measure of significance of a variable and finds that a number of variables are significantly correlated with growth, therefore contesting the pessimistic conclusions reached by Levine and Renelt (1992 In classical statistics a parameter has a true, though unknown, value, so it cannot have a density because it is not random. In the Bayesian framework parameters are considered to be uncertain. Following is a quick exposition of the basic reasoning and the language needed for understanding our approach. A more detailed presentation of these ideas can be found in Dale J. Poirier (1995) . We begin with Bayes' rule in densities: f-(yf)g (1) (2) g(3ly) = () This is true for any random variables equation (2), g(3) is the prior de parameter vector f, interpreted as th er's information about 13 prior to data. The likelihood function f(31y) s the information about f contained i The vector y is the observed data density f(y), reflecting our prior opi the data. g(3py), is the density of 3 on the data and is called the posteri "Model averaging" is a special case rule. Suppose we divide the param into two regions and label them M These regions could be what we wou call hypotheses (e.g., 3 > 0 versus something we would usually call mo 3I = 0, 32 4 0 versus 3P1 = 0, 2 = 0). Each of these has a prior probability specified by the researcher as P(Mi). These prior probabilities summarize the researcher's beliefs concerning the relative likelihood of the two regions (models). Given the two regions, Bayes' rule implies g(fly) = P
Rewriting this in terms of the posterior probabilities conditional on the two regions (models) we get:
where P(Mily) is the posterior probability of the ith region, the probability of that region conditional on the data. Equation (3) says that the posterior distribution of the parameters is the weighted average of the two possible conditional posterior densities with the weights given by the posterior probabilities of the two regions. In this paper we will be considering linear regression models for which each model is a list of included variables, with the slope coefficients for all of the other possible regressors set equal to zero.
B. Diffuse Priors
As we explained above, fully specifying priors is infeasible when the set of possible regressors is large. In applications of Bayesian theory, if a researcher is incapable or unwilling to specify prior beliefs, a standard remedy is to apply diffuse priors. If the parameter space is bounded, then a diffuse prior is a uniform distribution. When the parameter space is unbounded, as in the usual multiple linear regression model, a uniform distribution cannot be directly imposed and instead we must take a limit as the prior distribution becomes flat. In many contexts, imposing diffuse priors generates classical results: in the linear regression model standard diffuse priors and Bayesian regression yields posterior distributions identical to the classical sampling distribution of OLS.
We would like to work with diffuse priors but they create a problem when different regression models contain different sets of variables. As noted above, when the parameter space is unbounded, we must get results for diffuse priors by taking a limit of informative priors. The informative prior must specify prior information concerning both 13, the vector of slope coefficients, and or, the error standard deviation.
There are no difficulties taking the limit as our prior information concerning o-becomes uninformative so the equations below all reflect a diffuse prior with respect to or. Equation (4) below gives the ratio of the posterior probabilities of two regression models (called the posterior odds ratio) with different sets of included variables, X for Mo and Z for M1 P(Moly) P(M) (4) P(MIy) P(MI) (IAI/l A + X'Xy l1/2(SEO + Q-T12 X IBI/IB + Z'ZJI SSE, + Q where P(Mi) is the prior probability of model i as specified by the researcher. This expression assumes that the marginal prior density for 3 is multivariate normal with variance-covariance matrices given by A-1 under Mo, and by B-1 under Ml. SSEi is the OLS sum of squared errors under model i, T is the sample size, and Qi is a quadratic form in the OLS estimated and prior parameters that need not concern us here. This is a textbook expression (see, for example, Arnold Zellner, 1971) . Making the priors diffuse requires taking the limit of (4) as A and B approach zero so that the variance of our prior density goes to infinity. The mathematical difficulty with this is the factor in (4) with the ratio of the determinants of A and B. Both determinants approach zero as the variance goes to infinity, so their ratio depends on the rate at which each goes to zero. Depending on precisely how one parameterizes the matrices one gets different answers when evaluating this limit.3 One limit is the likelihood-weighting method of Sala-i-Martin (1997a). If we specify the prior precision matrices as A = gX'X and B = gZ'Z (the g-priors suggested by Zellner, 1986 ) and take the limit of (4) as g goes to zero, we get: P(MoIy) P(Mo) (SSEo-/2 (5) P(M,ly) -P(M1) SSE1 '
The second factor on the right-hand side is equal to the likelihood ratio of the two models. This weighting is troublesome because models with more variables have lower SSE's; the posterior mean model size (average of the different model sizes weighted by their posterior probabilities) will always be bigger than the prior model size, irrespective of the data. Thus it is not sensible to use this approach when considering models of different sizes.
The indeterminacy of the limit in (4) suggests that, for fairly diffuse priors, the exact specification of the prior precision matrix, which will in practice be arbitrary, may generate large differences in the results. There is, however, another limit one can take: the limit of (4) as the information in the data, X'X and Z'Z, become large. Instead of taking the limit as the prior becomes flat we are taking the limit as the data becomes very informative relative to the prior information (that is, as the prior becomes "dominated" by the data). If we assume that the variance-covariance matrix of the X's exists and take the limit of (4) as X'X (and Z'Z, respectively) goes to infinity we get:4 P(Mo|y) P(Mo) P(My) P(M) P(M)
where ki is the number of included regressors in model Mi. This provides an approximation to the odds ratios generated by a wide range of reasonably diffuse prior distributions. The degrees-of-freedom correction should be familiar, since it is the ratio of the Schwarz model selection criteria for the two models, exponentiated. The similarity to the Schwarz criterion is not coincidental: Gideon Schwarz (1978) used the same approximation to the odds ratio to 4 See Leamer (1978, p. 112 ) equation (4.16) for a discussion of the limiting argument leading to this expression. This precise expression arises only if we take the limit using g-priors. For other sorts of priors it is an approximation. justify the criterion. In our empirical work w will use the approximation in equation (6). In order to get weights for different model we need the posterior probabilities of eac model, not the odds ratio. We thus normalize the weight of a given model by the sum of th weights of all possible models, i.e., with K Once the model weights have been calculated, Bayes' rule says that the posterior density of a parameter is the average of the posterior densities conditional on the models as shown in (3) for two models. A posterior mean is defined to be the expectation of a posterior distribution.
Taking expectations with respect to 3 across (3) (with 2K terms instead of only two) gives: (9). Inspection of (9) demonstrates that the posterior variance incorporates both the estimated variances in individual models as well as the variance in estimates of the /'s across different models.
We can also estimate the posterior probability that a particular variable is in the regression (i.e., has a nonzero coefficient). We will call this the posterior inclusion probability for the variable and it is calculated as the sum of the posterior model probabilities for all of the models including that variable. We will also report the posterior mean and variance conditional on the inclusion of the variable.
C. Model Size
We have not yet discussed the specification of the P(M)' s, the prior probabilities attached to the different models. One common approach to this problem in the statistical literature has been to assign equal prior probability to each possible model. While this is sensible for some applications, for linear regression with a large number of potential regressors it has odd and troubling implications. In particular it implies a very strong prior belief that the number of included variables should be large. It also implies that the expected model size, which is equal to K/2, increases with the number of explanatory variables available to researchers. We will instead specify our model prior probabilities by choosing a prior mean model size, k, with each variable having a prior probability k/K of being included, independent of the inclusion of any other variables, where K is the total number of potential regressors.6 Equal probability for each possible model is the special case in which k = K/2. In our empirical work we focus on a relatively small k on the grounds that most researchers prefer relatively modest parameterizations.
We examine the robustness of our conclusions 6 In most applications the prior probability of including a particular variable is not, for most researchers, independent of the probability of including any other variable. For example, in a growth regression if a variable proxying political instability is included, such as a count of revolutions, many researchers would think it less likely that another measure, such as the number of assassinations, be included as well. While this sort of interdependence can be readily incorporated into our framework, we do not presently pursue this avenue. and with equal probabilities for all models, k = 33, given the 67 potential regressors we consider in our empirical work. Note that in the latter case, the great majority of the prior probability is focused on models with many included variables: more than 99 percent of the prior probability is located in models with 25 or more included variables. It is our opinion that few researchers actually have such prior beliefs. Thus, while we will calculate results for large models (k = 22 and 28) below, we do not choose to focus attention on these cases. Alternatively, Figure 2 illustrates the weights that equation (7) gives to models of different sizes: starting with prior model size k = 7, a researcher would need to observe an adjusted R2 as shown in the figure to be indifferent between models of different sizes.
D. Sampling
Equations (7), (8), and (9) all face the problem that they include sums running over 2K terms: for many problems for which model averaging is attractive this is an infeasibly large number even though each term only requires the computation of an OLS regression. For our baseline estimation, with K = 67, this would mean estimating 1.48 X 1020 regressions, which McCulloch, 1993) , and the Gibb's samplerbased method of John F. Geweke (1994) . We will take a simpler approach that matches the form of the prior distribution. We select models by randomly including each variable with independent sampling probabilityI P(M3). So long as the sampling probabilities are strictly greater than zero and strictl y less than one, any values will work in the sense that, as the number of random draws grows, the sampled versions of (7), (8), and (9) will approach their true values. Merlise Clyde et al. (1996) have shown that this procedure, when implemented with Pisi i i) equal to the prior inclusion probability, (called by the authors "random sampling") has computational efficiency not importantly lower than that of the MC3 and SVSS algorithms (for at least one particular data set). For the present application, we found that sampling models using their prior tsalinprobabilities produced unacceptably slow conprobabilities produced unacceptably slow con-vergence. Instead, we sampled one set of regressions using the prior probability sampling weights and then used the approximate posterior inclusion probabilities calculated from those regressions for the subsequent sampling probabilities. This "stratified sampling" accelerates convergence. The Technical Appendix (available on the AER Web site at http://www.aeaweb.org/aer/contents/) discusses computational and convergence issues in detail and may be of interest to researchers looking to apply these techniques.
As an alternative to model averaging, Leamer (1978) suggests orthogonalizing7 the explanatory variables and estimating the posterior means of the effects of the K + 1 principle
components. An advantage of this approach is the large reduction in the computational burden, which is especially relevant for prediction. The problem, however, is that with the transformation of the data the economic interpretation of the coefficients associated with the original variables is lost. As we are particularly interested in the interpretation of variables as determinants of economic growth, we do not follow this approach.
II. Data
Of the many variables that have been foun to be significantly correlated with growth in literature, we selected 67 variables using t following criteria. First, we kept the variab that represent "state variables" of a dynam optimization problem. Hence, we choose vari ables measured as closely as possible to t beginning of the sample period (which is 19 and eliminate all those variables that were computed for the later years only. This leads to t exclusion of some widely used political va ables that were published for the late 1980's this category, for example, we neglect the wide used bureaucracy and corruption variables, wh were computed for 1985 only). This is partly do to deal with the endogeneity problem.
The second selection criterion derives from our need for a "balanced" data set. By balanced, 7 An orthogonalization of the explanatory variables would make BACE results invariant with respect to linear transformations of the data (see also the discussion in Learer, 1985) . Barro and Lee (1993) . 53.7159 12.0616 9 Fraction Confucian Fraction of population Confucian. Barro (1999) . 0.0156 0. 15 Fraction Muslim Fraction of population Muslim in 1960. Barro (1999) . 0.1494 0.2962 16 Fraction Buddhist Fraction of population Buddhist in 1960. Barro (1999) . 0.0466 0.1676 17 Ethnolinguistic Average of five different indices of ethnolinguistic 0.3476 0.3016 fractionalization fractionalization which is the probability of two random people in a country not speaking the same language. From William Easterly and Ross Levine (1997) .
18 Government consumption Share of expenditures on government consumption to GDP in 0.1161 0.0745 share 1960's 1961. Barro and Lee (1993) .
19 Population density 1960 Population per area in 1960. Barro and Lee (1993 Barro (1999) . Average share government spending to GDP between 1960 GDP between -1964 From Heston et al. (2001) . Enrollment rates in higher education. Barro and Lee (1993) . Proportion of country's population living in geographical tropics.
From Gallup et al. (2001) .
Fraction of primary exports in total exports in 1970. From Sachs and Warner (1997) .
Average share of expenditures on public investment as fraction of GDP between 1960 and 1965. Barro and Lee (1993) . Fraction of population Protestant in 1960. Barro (1999) . Fraction of the population Hindu in 1960. Barro (1999) .
Fraction of population younger than 15 years in 1960. Barro and Lee (1993) .
Logarithm of minimal distance (in km) from New York, Rotterdam, or Tokyo. From Gallup et al. (2001) . Average share of nominal government spending to nominal GDP between 1960 and 1964. Calculated from Heston et al. (2001) . Absolute latitude. Barro (1999) . Fraction of population Catholic in 1960. Barro (1999) . Fertility in 1960's. Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995) . Dummy for European economies. Measure of outward orientation. Levine and Renelt (1992) .
Dummy for former colony. Barro (1999) .
Index of civil liberties index in 1972. Barro (1999) . Number of revolutions and military coups. Barro and Lee (1993) . Barro (1999) . 0.3182 0.4684 43 Hydrocarbon deposits in 1993 Log of hydrocarbon deposits in 1993. From Gallup et al. (2001) . 0.4212 4.3512 44 Fraction population over 65 Fraction of population older than 65 years in 1960. Barro and Lee 0.0488 0.029 (1993) 45 Defense spending share Average share public expenditures on defense as fraction of GDP 0.0259 0.0246 between 1960 and 1965. Barro and Lee (1993) . 46 Population in 1960 Population in 1960 . Barro (1999 . 20,308.08 52,538.3866 47 Terms of trade growth in Growth of terms of trade in the 1960's. Barro and Lee 1960's 48 Public education spending Average share public expenditures on education as fraction of 0.0244 0.0096 share in GDP in 1960 's GDP between 1960 and 1965 . Barro and Lee (1993 . 49 Landlocked country dummy Dummy for landlocked countries. 0.1705 0.3782 50 Religious intensity Religion measure. Barro (1999 Gallup et al. (2001). 53 English-speaking population Fraction of population speaking English. From Hall and Jones (1999) . 0.084 0.2522 54 Average inflation Average inflation rate between 1960 and 1990. Renelt 13.1298 14.9899 (1992) .
55 Oil-producing country Dummy for oil-producing country. Barro (1999) . 0.0568 0.2328 dummy 56 Population growth rate Average growth rate of population between 1960 and 1990. Barro 0.0215 0.0095 1960 and Lee (1993 .
57 Timing of independence Timing of national independence measure: 0 if bef between 1914 and 1945; 2 if between 1946 and 1989; and 3 if after 1989. From Gallup et al. (2001). 58 Fraction of land area near Proportion of country's land area within 100 k navigable water ocean-navigable river. From Gallup et al. (2001) . 59 Square of inflation 1960-Square of average inflation rate between 1960 and 1990. 394.5368 1,119.6992 we mean an equal number of observations for all regressions. Since different variables miss observations for different countries, we selected the 67 explanatory variables that maximized the product of the number of countries with observations for all variables and the number of variables.
With these restrictions, the total size of the data set becomes 68 variables (including the dependent variable, the annualized growth rate of GDP per capita between 1960 and 1996) for 88 countries. The variable names, their means, and standard deviations are depicted in Table 1 .
Appendix Table Al provides a list of the included countries.
III. Results
We are now ready to conduct our BACE estimation. We calculate the posterior distributions for all of the 3's as well as the posterior means and variances given by equations (8) to (9), using the posterior model weights from equation (7). We also calculate the posterior inclusion probability, discussed in Section I, subsection B. Figure 3 shows the posterior densities (approximated by histograms) of the coefficient estimates for four selected variables (the investment price, the initial level of GDP per capita, primary schooling, and the number of years an economy has been "open ).8 Note that, in Figure 3 each distribution consists of two parts: first, a continuous part that is the posterior density conditional on inclusion in the model, and second, a discrete mass at zero representing the probability that the variable does not belong in the model; this is given by one minus the posterior inclusion probability.9 As described in Section I, these densities are weighted averages of the posterior densities conditional on each particular model with the weights given by the posterior model probabilities. A standard result from Bayesian theory (see, e.g., Leamer, 1978 , or Poirier, 1995 is that if priors are taken as diffuse by taking the limit of a Student-Gamma prior10 then the posterior can be represented by:
pi -~i (10) t1= (10) ti = s[(X,x)-l]ll/2 -t(T -k) 10 That is, a prior in which the marginal prior for the slope coefficients is multivariate student and the margina prior for the regression error variance is inverted Gamm the posterior distribution conditional on the model is identical to the classical sampling distribution. Thus, the marginal posterior distribution for each coefficient is a mixture-t distribution. In principle these distributions could be of almost any form, but most of the densities in Figure 3 look reasonably Gaussian.
A. Baseline Estimation
This section presents the baseline estimation results with a prior expected model size, k = 7. The choice of the baseline model size is motivated by the fact that most empirical growth studies include a moderate number of explanatory variables. The posterior model size for the baseline estimation is 7.46, which is very close to the prior model size. In Section III, subsection B, we check the robustness of our results to changes in the prior mean model size. The results are based on approximately 89 million randomly drawn regressions.11 Table 2 shows the results for the 67 variables:
Column (1) high inclusion probabilities are variables that have high marginal contribution to the goodnessof-fit of the regression model.
We can divide the variables according to whether seeing the data causes us to increase or decrease our inclusion probability relative to the prior probability. Since our expected model size k equals 7, the prior inclusion probability is 7/67 = 0.104. There are 18 variables for which the posterior inclusion probability increases (these are the first 18 variables in Table 2 ). For these variables, our belief that they belong in the regression is strengthened once we see the data and we call these variables "significant." The remaining 49 variables have little or no support for inclusion: seeing the data further reduces our already modest initial assessment of their inclusion probability.
Columns (2) and (3) show the posterior mean and standard deviation of the distributions, conditional on the variable being included in the model. That is, these are the means and standard deviations of the "hump-shaped" part of the distribution shown in Figure 3 . The true (unconditional) posterior mean is computed according to equation (8) while the posterior standard deviation is the square root of the variance formula in equation (9). The true posterior mean is a weighted average of the OLS estimates for all regressions, including regressions in which the variable does not appear and thus has a coefficient of zero. Hence, the unconditional posterior mean can be computed by multiplying the conditional mean in column (2) times the posterior inclusion probability in column (1).12
If one has the prior with which we began the estimation, then the unconditional posterior mean is the "right" estimate of the marginal effect of the variable in the sense that it is the coefficient that would be used for forecasting.13
The conditional mean and variance are also 13 In a pure Bayesian approach there is not really a notion of a single estimate. However, for many purposes the posterior mean is reasonable, and it is what would be used for constructing unbiased, minimum mean-squared-error predictions. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Notes 0.975). Note that there is in principle no reason why a variable could not have a very high posterior inclusion probability and still have a low sign certainty probability.
The results can also be contrasted with the estimates of including all 67 explanatory variables resulting from diffuse prior OLS. First, note from the p-values reported in column (5) that all but one variable fail to be statistically significant at the 10-percent level. Second, the rank correlation between diffuse prior OLS (ranked by p-values) and BACE (ranked by posterior inclusion probability) equals only 0.43. This implies that BACE and diffuse prior OLS disagree about the relative importance of several important variables. Third, one can also calculate the posterior "sign certainty" that the coefficient in column (2) takes on the diffuse prior OLS sign. Column (6) of Table 2 shows this probability and we can see that for six of the top 21 variables, BACE gives a very different prediction of the sign of the effect of a variable than OLS. The disagreement between BACE and OLS concerning the relative ranking of variables and their predicted signs could be due to low number of degrees of freedom and some correlation among explanatory variables. The limited number of observations does not allow us to make reliable inference on the relative sign and importance of the explanatory variables. BACE, on the other hand, considers models of smaller expected size and allows explanatory variables to capture different aspects of the variation in the dependent variable.
The final column (7) in Table 2 shows the fraction of regressions in which the variable is classically significant at the 95-percent level, in the sense of having a t-statistic with an absolute value greater than two. This statistic was calculated separately from the other estimates.16 This is reported partly for the sake of comparison with extreme bounds analysis results. Note that for all the variables, many individual regressions can be found in which the variable is not 16 This column was calculated based on a run of 72.5 million regression. It was calculated separately so that the sampling could be based solely on the prior inclusion probabilities. The other baseline estimates were calculated by oversampling "good" variables for inclusion and thus produce misleading results for this statistic. significant, but even the top variables would still be labeled fragile by an extreme bounds test.
Variables Significantly Related to Growth.-We are now ready to analyze the variables that are "significantly" related to growth. Not surprisingly, the top variable is the dummy for East Asian countries, which is positively related with economic growth. This, of course, reflects the exceptional growth performance of East Asian countries between 1960 and the mid-1990's.
Notice that the dummy is present despite the significant positive relationship between the fraction of population Confucian (which is ranked 9th in the table). Although the Confucian variable can be interpreted as a dummy for East Asian economies, it gains relative to the East Asia dummy variable as more regressors are included in the regression with larger prior model sizes (this is seen in Tables 3 and 5). The posterior mean coefficient is very precisely estimated to be positive. The sign certainty probability in column (4) shows that the probability mass of the density to the right of zero equals to 0.9992. Notice that the fraction of regressions for which the East Asian dummy has a t-statistic greater than two in absolute value is 99 percent.
The second variable is a measure of human capital: the primary schooling enrollment rate in 1960. This variable is positively related to growth and the inclusion probability is 0.80.
The posterior distribution of the coefficient estimates is shown in the first panel of Figure   3 . Since the inclusion probability is relatively high, the mass at zero (which shows one minus this inclusion probability) is relatively small.
Conditional on being included in the model, a 10-percentage-point increase of the primary school enrollment rate is associated with a 0.27-percentage-point increase of the growth rate. The sign certainty probability for this variable is also 0.999 and the fraction of regressions with a t-statistic larger than two is 96 percent.
The third variable is the average price of investment goods between 1960 and 1964. Its inclusion probability is 0.77. This variable is also depicted graphically in the second panel of Figure 3 . The posterior mean coefficient is very precisely estimated to be negative, which indicates that a relative high price of investment goods at the beginning of the sample is strongly and negatively related to subsequent income growth.17 The sign certainty probability in column (4) shows that the probability mass of the density to the left of zero equals 0.99: this can also be seen in Figure 3 by the fact that almost all of the continuous density lies below zero.
The next variable is the initial level of per capita GDP, a measure of conditional convergence. The inclusion probability is 0.69. The third panel in Figure 3 shows the posterior distribution of the coefficient estimates for initial income. Conditional on inclusion, the posterior mean coefficient is -0.009 (with a standard deviation of 0.003). The sign certainty probability in column (4) shows that the probability mass of the density to the left of zero equals 0.999. The fraction of regressions in which the coefficient for initial income has a t-statistic greater than two in absolute value is only 30 percent, so that an extreme bounds test very easily labels the variable as not robust. Nonetheless, the tightly estimated coefficient and the very high sign certainty statistic show that initial income is indeed robustly partially correlated with growth. The explanation is that the regressions in which the coefficient on initial income is poorly estimated are regressions with very poor fit, so they receive little weight in the averaging process. Furthermore, the high inclusion probability suggests that regressions that omit initial income are likely to perform poorly.
The next variables reflect the poor economic performance of tropical countries: The proportion of a country's area in the tropics has a negative relationship with income growth. Similarly, the index of malaria prevalence has a negative relationship with growth. Table 3 shows that the posterior inclusion probability of the malaria index falls as models become larger indicating that it could act as a catch-all variable when few explanatory variables are included, but drops in significance as more variables explaining different steady states enter. Similarly Table 5 shows the sign cer- Another geographical variable that performs well is the density of the population in coastal areas, which has a positive relationship with growth suggesting that areas that are densely populated and are close to the sea have experienced higher growth rates.
Another measure of health is life expectancy in 1960 (which is related to things like nutrition, health care, and education). Countries with high life expectancy in 1960 tended to grow faster over the following four decades. The inclusion probability for this variable is 0.28.
Dummies for Sub-Saharan Africa and Latin
America are negatively related to income growth. The posterior means imply that the growth rate for Latin American and Sub-Saharan African countries were 1.47 and 1.28 percentage points below the level that would be predicted by the countries' other characteristics. The African dummy is significant in 90 percent of the regressions and the sign certainty probability is 98 percent. Although the Latin American dummy is only significant in 33 percent of the regressions, its sign certainty is 97 percent. The fraction of GDP in mining has a positive relationship with growth and inclusion probability of 0.12. This variable captures the success of countries with a large endowment of natural resources. While many economists expect that the large rents are associated with more political instability or rent-seeking and low growth, our study shows that economies with a larger mining sector tend to perform better.18 Former Spanish colonies tend to grow less whereas the number of years an economy has been open has a positive sign. Both of these variables have inclusion probabilities that increase only moderately with larger models in Table 3 indicating that they capture steady-state variations in smaller models, but are relatively less important in explaining growth when more variables are included in the regression models.
Both the fraction of the population Muslim 18 The regressions that include the fraction of mining tend to have an outlier: Botswana, which is a country that discovered diamonds in its territory in the 1960's and has managed to exploit them successfully (which implies a large share of mining in GDP) and has experienced extraordinary growth rates over the last 40 years. Notes: The left-hand-side variable in all regressions is the growth rate from contains the posterior probability of all models including the given variable. Th different prior mean model sizes as labeled in the column headings. They ar possible regressions using the same convergence criterion for stopping samp regressions for k = 5 to around 38 million for k = 28. and Buddhist have a positive association with growth where the conditional mean of the latter variable is almost twice as large (0.022) than for the fraction Muslim (0.013), but both are relatively small compared to the fraction Confucian (0.054). The index of ethnolinguistic fractionalization is negatively related to growth.
Finally, the share of government consumption in GDP has a negative association with economic growth. This could be expected because public consumption does not tend to contribute to growth directly, but it needs to be financed with distortionary taxes which hurt the growth rate. Perhaps the real surprise is the negative coefficient of the public investment share. Table 2 shows that this variable is not robust when the prior model size is k = 7.
However, we will see later that this is one of the variables that becomes important in larger models and the sign remains negative.
Variables Marginally Related to Growth.-There are three variables that have posterior probabilities somewhat lower than their prior probabilities but nonetheless are fairly precisely estimated if they are included in the growth regression (that is, their sign certainty probability is larger than 95 percent). These variables are: the overall density in 1960 (which is positively related to growth), real exchange rate distortions (negative) and the fraction of population speaking a foreign language (positive).
Variables Weakly or Not Related
The remaining 46 variables show of any sort of robust partial corr growth. They neither contribute i the goodness-of-fit of growth re measured by their posterior inclus ities, nor have estimates that are different sets of conditioning v interesting to notice that some p ables such as the number of re coups or the index of political r robustly related to economic grow the degree of capitalism measure dummy measuring whether a coun Socialism for a significant period no strong relationship with gro 1960 and 1996.19 This could be du that other variables, capturing po nomic instability such as the rela investment goods, real exchang tions, the number of years an econ open, and life expectancy or regio capture most of the effect.
We also notice that some macroeconomic variables such as the inflation rate do not appear to be strongly related to growth. Other surprisingly weak variables are the spending in public 19 We should remind the reader that most of the economies Eastern Europe and the former Soviet bloc are not included in our data set (see Appendix 66 67 education, some measures of higher education, some geographical measures such as the absolute latitude (the distance from the equator), and various proxies for "scale effects" such as the total population, aggregate GDP, or the total area of a country.
B. Robustness of the Results
Up until now we have concentrated on results derived for a prior model size k = 7. As discussed earlier, while we feel that this is a reasonable expected model size it is in some sense arbitrary. We need to explore the effects of the prior on our conclusions. Tables 3, 4, and 5 do precisely this, reporting the posterior inclusion probabilities, the conditional posterior means, and sign certainty probabilities for k equal to 5, 9, 11, 16, 22, and 28 , as well as repeating the benchmark numbers for easy comparison. Note that each k has a corresponding value of the prior probability of inclusion, which is reported in the first row of Table 3 . Thus, to see whether a variable improves its probability of inclusion relative to the prior, we variables that appear to do better with more conditioning variables and have stable coefficient estimates.
Although most of the significant variables remain so, five of them tend to lose significance as we increase the prior model size. That is, for larger models, the posterior probability declines to levels below the prior size. These variables are the index of malaria prevalence, the former Spanish colonies, the number of years an economy has been open, the index of ethnolinguistic fractionalization and the government consumption share. This suggests that these variables could be acting as a "catch-all" for various other effects. For example, the openness index captures various aspects of the openness of a country to trade (tariff and nontariff barriers, black market premium, degree of Socialism, and monopolization of exports by the government). Interestingly, Table 5 shows the sign certainty probabilities of these five variables dropping below 0.95 for relatively large models (k = 28). The other 13 variables that were significant in the baseline model also appear to be robust to different prior specifications.
"Insignificant" Variables That Become "Significant. "-At the other end of the scale, most of the 46 variables that showed little partial correlation in the baseline estimation are not helped by alternative priors.21 Their posterior inclusion probabilities rise as k increases, which is hardly surprising as their prior inclusion probabilities are rising. But their posterior inclusion probabilities remain below the prior so we are forced to think of them as "insignificant."
There are three variables that are insignificant in the baseline study but become "significant" with some prior model sizes. These are the population density, the fraction of population that speak a foreign language (a measure of international social capital and openness) and the public investment share. As mentioned above, the public investment share is particularly interesting because it becomes strong for larger prior model sizes, but the sign of the correlation is negative. That is, a larger public 21 The exception is the public investment share which has a posterior inclusion probability greater than the prior in Table 3 and sign certainty probability exceeding 0.95 in Table 5 for relatively large models with k > 16. lower growth rates. Our interpretation of these results is that our baseline results are very robust to alternative prior size specifications.
IV. Conclusions
In this paper we propose a Bayesian Averaging of Classical Estimates (BACE) method to determine what variables are significantly related to growth in a broad cross section of countries. The method introduces a number of improvements relative to the previous literature. For example, we use an averaging method that is fully justified on Bayesian grounds and we do not restrict the number of regressors in the averaged models. Our approach provides an alternative to a standard Bayesian Model Averaging since BACE does not require the specification of the prior distribution of the parameters, but has only one hyper-parameter, the expected model size, k. This parameter is easy to interpret, easy to specify, and easy to check for robustness. The interpretation of the BACE estimates is straightforward, since the weights are analogous to the Schwarz model selection criterion. Finally, our estimates can be calculated using only repeated applications of OLS which makes the approach transparent and straightforward to implement.
Our main results support Sala-i-Martin (1997a, b) rather than Levine and Renelt (1992) : we find that a good number of economic variables have robust partial correlation with long-run growth. In fact, we find that about one-fifth of the 67 variables used in the analysis can be said to be significantly related to growth while several more are marginally related. The strongest evidence is found for primary schooling enrollment, the relative price of investment goods and the initial level of income where the latter reflects the concept of conditional convergence. Other important variables include regional dummies (such as East Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, or Latin America), some measures of human capital and health (such as life expectancy, proportion of a country lying in the tropics, and malaria prevalence), religious dummies, and some sectoral variables such as mining. The public consumption and public investment shares are negatively related to growth, although the results are significant only for certain prior model sizes.
Finally, we show that our results are quite robust to the choice of the prior model size: most of the "significant" variables in the baseline case remain significant for other prior model sizes. Nonlinear relationships between explanatory variables and the dependent variable can be readily estimated within the BACE framework.
